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NEWSLETTER – August-September 2013

So what happened in August? Did you miss the August edition of our Newsletter? No one commented about the
lack thereof, I was busy doing other things so there was no August edition! Okay so this is a combined August
and September bumper edition. We have only had one layout visit during these months but we did have two
Operating Sessions on our DCC layout, where there is another new module and the inclusion of the promised
cross over points. Also as addendums there are two articles supplied by our members, both are very interesting
thanks to the writers. I hope that you enjoy this issue and the 2 articles.

REPORT BACK ON EVENTS

Visit to see the fine modelling by Doug Langford

We were again privelidged to be invited by Doug to see his modelling of English branch line railway stations,
both with fully operational trains. The one diorama is only about 3 metres long and 800 wide with a “fiddle yard”
extension. This is a typical arrangement employed in small English houses.

On this he runs the trains to
a schedule, in which goods
trains come and after
shunting the trucks into the
correct sidings and
collecting those that are to
go off to another place they
depart. The early morning
commuter passenger and
mid morning shopper
“express” are also catered
for. This is a one man
operation with a mission,
not a case of what do I want
to run today, there is a set
schedule that must be
adhered to, so that is what
he does to occupy
otherwise idle time. A great
idea which has given me
some ideas of what can be
done.



The second layout is of a small country branch line station of Douglasdale. The base comprises 3 EMRIG style
modules of 900 x 800 and was part of our branch line layout. It has now been modified and upgraded to be a
exhibition and prize wining model, it won prizes at our 2009 National Model Railway Convention and is now even
better! The detail included is phenominal and very realistic, the trees, hedges, shrubs are all there. And the
lights work too! So well done Doug, you have again set the modelling bench mark very high.

Dolls Houses

Dougs modelling skills are not just for model railways as he uses them for his wifes hobby of dolls houses too.
Again a very high standard of modelling with all the interior decor being just right. These exhibition standard dolls
houses were greatly admired by the ladies of EMRIG that came with us. Thanks Margie for sharing them with us.

To make the day we were treated to a cup of homemade vegetable soup and a buttered roll out in the “herb
garden”. The Langfords appreciate decent food and many herbs including Rosemary and tarragon are grown in
their small but pretty garden. A fine example of how a small garden can be utilised, one does not need acres.

So the day out was most enjoyable and we learned more about how to add the details to our model railways,
and how to set up a schedule to which we should run our own trains by oneself! Many thanks to Doug and his
good lady Margie for hosting us at their home.

OPERATING SESSIONS

At long last I have designed a schedule that lasts about 90 minutes to which 6 trains are operated by their own
driver. It is still in the testing to perfection stage but has proved to be great fun for the participants. The plan is to
run it on the third Saturday of each month starting at 10am. Each driver to bring his own train and be preared to
let another drive it for a while. The trans required include;

 North bound fast passenger and freight train
 South Bound passenger anda freight train
 Local passenger Diesel multiple unit or similar that can run in both directions
 Local Goods train; I will supply all the trucks and loco, but you can operate it with your loco if you

want to. Again it must run in both directions without turning around, a small diesel with tension
lock couplings is ideal.

So come and enjoy the fun, I will send out an e mail a few days before requesting who is attending and with what
train.



NEW MODULES ON LAYOUTS

Last month we saw the introduction of Johan Leeflangs “Mont Blanc” on the analogue DC loop so this time the
new module is included on the DCC loop. This then enables the inclusion of my station extention module with
the cross over point that routes a North bound train to cross over onto the Inner or Southbound tracks and into
the marshalling yard. Without this cross over the operating schedule would be very basic and simple.

So what is this new module? It is between
Piet Phieffers’ Mukwanago commuter station
and Mikes bridge and comprises a standard
900 x 600 module with a road overbridge by
the 6

th
hole on the local golf course. This is

my first attampt at building a scenicked layout
module and I found it not too dificult and
enjoyable to make. The inspiration came from
the Scottburgh golf course which I frequent
when we go there on holiday.

The south coast railway line runs
next to the sea and is seperated from
the beach by dense bush, however at
this location the local sewage works
is situated so the road over rail bridge
provides access to said smelly
installation. Also the railway is not
straight but has a slight deviation
proving that it can be achieved in a
900 mm long module!

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
All are included on the events callendar. The next event is an operating session on our DCC layout on Saturday
19

th
followed by our next layout visit which is to see that which Ralph Davey is building. Although we have seen

this a couple of years ago Ralph tells me that he has done some considerable amount of improvements so we
look forward to see his progress.

While on the subject of layout visits I was very dissappointed on Sunday at the behaviour of some of our
members. I make arrangements with our host for these visits that includes finding out the numbers who are
attending, for catering purpose, transport arrangements as some do not have sufficient parking for all and by not
informing either the host or myself that they are attending or not. Our host needs to know how many are
expected at least 2 days in advance so that he and his wife can prepare so when I ask for a reply from you
before the Thursday I expect you to respond and not to just ignore me. On Sunday at our visit to Doug and
Margie Langford we had 3 gate crashers who have resigned from EMRIG but just invited themselves with no
warning: there were four late entries who advised me on the Saturday afternoon that they will be coming and 2
who advised me that they were coming but from then on just pitched up in their own car. The result was that car
parking was overcrowded and with 7 more than expected there was not enough soup to go round. Furthermore
if the time of the visit has been arranged from 11 am till 2 pm it is downright rude to pitch up early as again has
happened on our last 2 visits.

So please guys think of our hosts and what they ask, this is why I request that you acknowledge the invite and
why I inform you of what the arrangements are. Do not just go off and do your own thing.

EXHIBITION LAYOUTS

Not much has happened since the last newsletter but I intend to put in some work on Wednesday afternoons
while Ron Poole works on his modules and the wall N gauge layout. Meanwhile Johan is progressing with the
one end balloon with the waterfall.



WEDNESDAY OPENING.

There is a demand for opening on Wednesdays for the pensioners and retired people so it has been agreed
that we will open up on the second and fourth Wednesdays of every month from late morning 11ish till mid
afternoon. So one of the following persons will open up on these days as all have keys.

Ron Poole 083 469 8808; Bob Woodhead 083 283 6504
Doug Langford 076 370 0072 Colin T-Tremaine 082 828 0665

So next week 9
th

October Bob W will be there and so will I. If we need to set up a duty roster I will.

FOR SALE
If you have anything that you wish to sell please let me know and I can include them here.

 Bob W has 4 HO/00 medium points in good condition for sale, and 1 section of Hornby Platform. These
are currently on the magazine table so if interested contact Bob direct.

 Rolling stock carry cases can be made to suit your requirements by Barry Smith who stays in Unit 20,
Rynpark 7, Benoni. Tel 011 747 7754, Cell 082 929 8889. He has quoted me for cases made from
meranti and hardboard as follows

 600 x 350 x10 @ R250; 400 x 400 x 10 @ R240 and 800 x350 x 10 at R300
If interested contact him directly.

Modelling Articles

As mentioned above please find attached 2 articles written by our members, both are interesting and informative
so thanks to both Ralph and Johan. Any more budding authors out there?

Cheers for now, enjoy your layouts and trains and have fun,

Colin TT

082 828 0665 / cttremaine@mweb.co.za


